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Subordination and Majorization for some Classes of Holomorphic Functions

Podporządkowanie a majoryzacja dla pewnych klas funkcji holomorficznych 

Подчинение и мажорирование для некоторых классов голоморфических функций

We Introduce the following notations»

C - complex plane,

Kj S {zt® t l«l <ну,
H(D) - the class of all functions holomorphic in a domain D, 

B= ^ф€Н(Кк) » |ф<г){ «1 for »«Kg}

Вд sz I ф t В < ф(а) s * ^n* •••!* ®

Л = {coeHfKjP « |«i for «еКв},

jQ,n s \ cdfeXL » ol(z) = otnzn ♦ ♦ •••)• n ■ *>»2,... ,

H = ^FeHGL,) : P(0) = O, P'<0) - 1),

Hn = lf€H(Ł,) » f(z) а вда“ + an+1zn+1 + а^Х)},

П ta 1 ,2 , • • • •

We say that a function f c HC&g) la subordinate to a fun

ction P 6 H(K^) In a disc Kg and write

f —i Ï In Kr
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if there exists a function ctiaQ. such that

f(z) « P(cu(z)) for Z€Kg.

We say that a function 

in a diso Kg and write

feH(Kg) is majorized by PeH(Kg)

f«P in Kg

if there exists a function t B such that

f(z) a F(z) <p(z), for z t Kg

Z. Lewandowski [J] has begun to study the relationships 

between majorlzatlon of functions in the unit disc K^ and 

their subordination in some smaller disc Kp. Next Z. Lewan

dowski and the present author had generalized this problem.

In papers they had investigated a relationship between

majorlzation of functions in IL, and inclusion of the image 

domains of some concentric discs. A general method of solving 

this problem has been given in [4].

In this paper a relationship between subordination and 

inclusion the maps of some concentric discs is investigated 

in a case when f ranges over the class Nn, (n>2) and P 

ranges over some special class S(m,M). The class S(m,M) 

can be defined as follows:

DEFINITION1 1. Let m = m(r), M = M(r), (m(O) = M(0) = 0,

m(r)<M(r)), be two nonnegative and increasing functions for 

r «<0,1). We say that a function F«S(m,M) if P«N and 

for | z | = r<1 a following inequality

(1) m(r) ^|P(z)| « M(r)
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holds. >

We can write then

S(n,l) s |>cX t /\ m(r) < lP( z){ < M(r)}.

In general the classes S(m,M) are not empty. For many 

classes of normalized holomorphlc functions the bounds on mo

dulus of functions are known. Thus if we put m(r) as a lower 

bound of |F(z)I and M(r) as an upper bound of (?(z)( 

then a class S(m,H) is a typical example and obviously 

P$S(a,M). The cl.sses S(m,M) contain usually some non-uni- 

valent functions.

Now we are going to prove a result which gives a solution 

of a mentioned problem In case of the class S(m,V).

THEOREM 1. Let n be a fixed natural number greater 

than 1, and let f tNn, FCS(m,M). If f<F In ILj then 

for every R 6(0,1) the inclusion

holds. where

(2) r(R) s r(Rjn,S(m,M)) = sup^re(0,1) : rn_1M(r)<a(R)

does not depend on choosing the pair of functions f, F, but 

only on the classes over which these functions range.

REMARK 1. Theorem 1 is the best possible, that is we can 

not replace the function r(R) by a bigger function if there 

exists a univalent function Fe such that for every 

^,^€(0,1) there exist complex numbers z^, z2, (z^f = r^, 

|z2( = r2 for which
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(3) J Fe<»1)/>e(82)l = *

REMARK 2. Theorem 1 gives a possibility to obtain an 

explicit solution of converse of so called generalized Biernac

ki problem (see for example [3]» l4], 15]) for many classes of 

analytio functions. It is enough to Include the given class 

in some special class S(m,M)\, If the extremal function P0 

belongs to the given class then the result is best possible.

Proof of Theorem 1. The facts f<P in Ł,, f €Nn, 

7cS(m,M) imply that there exists a function <$> c BQ which 

satisfies the Identity

(4) f(z) = 4>(z)P(z) for ztL, .

Using the generalized Schwarz's lemma (cf.e.g. [2), p.361)

to a function <t>€B„ we obtainn

(5) |4>(z)j |z,n“1 for ztL| .

Thus from (4) and (5) we have for |z|<r<1

(6) {f(z)| < Izl“"4 max Ip( <)l <rn"1M(r) .

It means that

(7) f(Kr)C{w , lw|<rn’1M(r)}.

On the other hand, if peS(m,M) then for |zl = R<1 
we have

(8) |P(z)| > mCR) .

■The function F is holomorphic in Ł, and therefore by (8)
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(9) F(KR)CV? J lw|<m(R)}.

Now, from (7) and (9) we see that

fCKpCPOKjj)

if only r and R satisfy the condition

rn-1H(r)<m(R).

In particular

and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete.

Proof of Remark 1. If there exists an extremal 

function Pe In the class S(m,M) which satisfies (3) then the 

pair of functions

fe(z) = -tj zn*1Pe(z), Pe(s)

with suitably ohoosen ( \rj\ = 1) is an extremal pair.

We can choose a complex number rj such that

fe<z*P ~ Pe^Z2^*

In this case we put

7 a mhere 55 ri = r* Iz2| 3 r2 3 r(R)-
‘ z2 Pe(z2)

, I _ Pe(z1)______________ m(R)_______ .
/ ” ]z2|n"1|Pe<z2)f ” [r<R)]n“1M<r<R)) ”

Thus
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It means that the point PQ(z1) which is a boundary point of 

FtKjP is also a boundary (or interior) point of the domain 

Therefore no number (?> > r(R) does exist suchfeCKr(R))*
that

fe(K^)CPe(KR>-

It proves that Theorem 1 is best possible.

Now, we use Theorem 1 to solve the converse of the gene

ralized Biernacki problem for the class

S* = |PeN : Re > ot for z€Ł,| oće<0,1) .
* 1 f(z) u

zf*(z)
f(z)

It is known (cf.e.g. L1 ]) that if PeS* and |z| = r<1

then

(10)
(1 + r)

If we put

20-<*7

(11) m(r) “ (1 ♦ r)W-°^ ’ ' M(r) = ^“7(1-«7

then S(m,H)DS* . The function

f„(z) =
(1 - z)20^57

andbelongs to S* and satisfies (3) with z^ = r^ 

z2 = - r2 . Thus from Theorem 1 we have immediately

COROLLARY 1. Let n be a natural number greater then 1 

and let f 6Hn, R€S^ . If f<£.R in then for every

R 6(0,1) the inclusion f (Kr(R) )CP(KR) hold3{ r(R) =

= r(Rjn, ct) is the unique root of the equation
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r + (1 + R) - 1 = 0

which lies in the interval (0,1). The result is best possible.

REMARK 3. For n = 2 and OC= 0 or a = we have

r(Rj2,0) =
1 + /r + R

r(R{2, — . . — —
d y 4 + 5R + VR

The proof of Theorem 1 suggests the following generaliza

tion.

THEOREM 2. Let n be a fixed natural number greater 

then 1 and let ftK. FfeS(m,M). If f«F in K. then 

for evciyr R€(0,1) and every G£S(m,M) the inclusion

ftKr(K))CO(KR)

holds, where

r(R) = r(R;n,S(m,M)) = sup{r€(0,1) : rn“1M(r)<m(R) j

is the same as in Theorem 1. If there exists an extremal func
tion Fq In the class S(m,M) which satisfies (3) then the 

result is best possible.

Proof. Analogously as in the proof of Theorem 1 we 

<btaj.n the inclusion (7). On the other hand, if GeS(m,M) 

then [G(z)|^ m( |z|) and therefore

(12) GGC^^w j |wi<m(R)}.

U 'W, if r and R satisfy the inequality rn“1M(r)<»(R)
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then by (7) and (12) we have

f(Kr)CG(KR).

This proves Theorem 2.
By Remark 1, the result is best possible because we can 

take G a P.
In an analogous way we can generalize Theorem 1 in the 

paper [б]»

THEOREM 3. Let n be ja fixed natural nraber greater 

then 1 and let f eN_, P6S(m,M). If f —i P in Kd then 

for |z | = r<1 and for every function GeS(m,M) the follo

wing inequality

Jf(z)| <£T(r)|G(z)l

hold.3, where

(13) T(r) = T(r;n,S(m,M)) = M(rn)/m(r) .

Proof. By our assumptions there exists a function 

Ch(z) 6 such that f(z) = F(co(.) for zeK^. Thus for 

|z{ = r<1 we have (by generalized Schwarz's lemma (cf.e.g. 

[2], p. 361):

Jf(z>| a | P( W(Z))|^ M( ltt>(z)l )<£Ы(ГП) .

Now, by (12) we have

|f(z)| s£M(rn)-1 £M(rn) a T(r)|G(z)|
m(r)

and the proof is complete
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REMARK 4. Theorem 5 is best possible that is the func

tion T(r) given by (15) cannot be replaced by any smaller 

function if there exists an extremal function P.s S(m,M) 

such that for any numbers r«,,rg there exist two

complex numbers z<-, Zg, Jz^, \ = r^, |zgl = rg such that

(14) ^P0(z1)[ = m(r1), lFe^z2M = M<r2> •

Proof. If we put

P(z) = G(z) = e“10 P (ze10 ), f(z) = e"i0 P (znei0 )

then f, P satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 5« We may choo

se 0 , zQ, |zQ| = r such that the following two conditions

e10 zQ = z1 = reia 

e1® «J .

are satisfied. In particular we can put 

0 = (net - j5 )/(n - 1)

z0 8 r exp( c( - f> )/(n - 1) •

Then, by (14) we have.

(15) -
|e-‘S = lpe<z2>l = M(rn)

(16) |e-l9Fe(,i®z0)| = lPe(M - m(r)

Now, (15) and (16) imply the equality in (13) and there

fore the function T(r) can not be replaced by any smaller 

function.

We can also obtain the two following results:

• /
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THEOREM 4. Let n be any fixed, natural in ' te;

then 1 and lot f*.Nn, Fes(m,M). If f —{ F ’ ’ K.p the: 

for every R €(0,1) and for every function GeS(n,’!) the 

following inclusion

(17) f(Kr(R))CG(KR)

holds, where

(18) r(R) = ’VM"1(m(R))

is the smallest positive root of the equation

M(rn) = m(R) .

Proof. By our assumptions we have f(z) = F(cjO(z)) 

where co e .0^ and therefore

(19) f(Kr) c[w : lwl<su]j* n |P(^)|^C.\w j |wl<M(rn)J.

FeS(m,M)

Thus from (12) i (19) we have

f (Kr)C G(KR)

if only r, R satisfy the inequality

M(rnXm(R) .

Therefore if r(R) is given by (18) then (17) holds and the 
theorem is proved.

THEOREM 5. Let n be a fixed natural number greater 
then 1 and let f€Hn, FeS(m,Ll). If f«F in Kh,, then 

for every function G€S(m,Ll) and for every z, |z| = r<1
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. |f(z)^T1(r)lG(z)|

holds, where T^(r) = T^(r}n,S(m,M)) la given by the formula

(20) T-(r) = r11"1 .
1 m(r)

Proof. By our assumptions we have f(z) a 4>(z)F(z) 

where 4>eBn. Therefore if Izl = r<1 then

|f(z)| a J<t>(z)|[ F(Z)| lz|n’1M(|zl)^rn’1M(r)i^H a 
m(r)

a T(r)|G(z)|

where T(r) is given by (20). Thus our theorem is proved.
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STRESZCZENIE

V pracy badane są zależności między podporządkowaniem 

a Inkluzją obrazów kół koncentrycznych w przypadku gdy fGNn, 

n>2, a ГС8(ж,К).

Резюме

В работе исследовано зависимость между подчинением а 

включением образов концентрических кругов в случае когда fg/Vp 

л>2 FeSÇrnM).
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